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Abstract
Epilepsy is a neurological disease that affects more than 50 million individuals
worldwide. About 1/6 of these are non-responsive to drug treatment and are candidates for
resective surgery for treatment. Present methods for localization of neuronal activity for
individuals requiring resective surgery have either poor temporal or spatial resolution or are
invasive. Transcranial Acoustoelectric Brain Imaging(tABI) is a novel imaging technique with
the potential to non-invasively image neuronal activity with millimeter resolution. Prior
developments have shown the feasibility of acoustoelectric imaging for 4D in-vivo heart and
human head phantoms. In this thesis, multichannel acquisition of the acoustoelectric signal in a
human head model is demonstrated as a steppingstone towards a new electrical brain imaging
modality for humans. Challenges with acoustoelectric signal levels, signal-to-noise ratios,
hardware configurations, and phantom fidelity are addressed. Sensitivities of 4 μV/(mA∙MPa) to
injected current are reported for the multichannel measurement with 12 channels on a human
head model. Insights gained from this thesis for hardware designs and setups may improve the
sensitivity in the human head model by 20dB or more. The results demonstrate the improvement
of acoustoelectric imaging techniques and the potential feasibility of tABI as a revolutionary
imaging modality of neuronal activity.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Background:
Current Source Imaging in Epilepsy and
Need for Improved Tools
Epilepsy and Current Source Density Imaging
Epilepsy is a neurological disorder affecting over 50 in 100,000 people every year[1].
The physiological characterization of epilepsy is marked by atypical aberrant activity of neurons
and neural groups. Within the population of individuals with epilepsy, approximately one in six
of these individuals are non-responsive to anti-epileptic drugs and can potentially be treated by
neurosurgical treatment[1]. Presurgical assessment of the treatability of epilepsy through surgical
intervention relies on mapping of neural activity and physical structure to characterize the
localization of the seizure[1][2][3].
Source Localization is a method of imaging used to recreate spatial and temporal
distributions of current activity within the brain with the potential to offer higher spatial
resolution improving epilepsy foci identification[4][5]. Mapping by current density imaging
methodologies are varied including electroencephalogram (EEG) [4],
magnetoencephalography(MEG)[6], micro-electrocorticography(EcoG)[6][5], magnetic
resonance imaging(MRI) [7], and ultrasound [8] based methods. EEG and MEG methods suffer
from poor reconstruction resolution due to uncertainties in conductivity distributions, while
EcoG methods are invasive[7][9][10].
Transcranial acoustoelectric brain imaging(tABI) is an ultrasound-based method with the
potential for greater spatial and temporal resolution imaging of current density distributions in
the brain based on the acoustoelectric effect with the possibility of being non-invasive[5].
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Acoustoelectric Imaging Background
The acoustoelectric effect is a phenomenon where the resistivity of tissue or liquid
conductive mediums is altered under different pressures[8][10]. The change in resistivity Δ𝜌𝜌 is
proportional to the change in pressure:

Equation. 1

Δρ = Κρ0 Δ𝑃𝑃

Where 𝜌𝜌0 is the resistivity before the pressure change, Δ𝑃𝑃 is the change in pressure which is

dependent on time and spatial location within the conducting volume, and 𝐾𝐾 is the interaction

constant which has been measured to be 0.034±0.003%/MPa in physiological saline(0.9% NaCl)
and 0.041 ± 0.012%/MPa in rabbit heart tissue[11], [12]. In a 3 dimensional volume, the
resistivity 𝜌𝜌0 here is assumed to be a function of (x,y,z) which covers both the non-homogeneous

and homogenous conductivity cases. As an ultrasound pressure field interacts with matter in
which current is present, the resistivity of the medium is modulated by the ultrasound and
assuming the current distribution is not affected by the ultrasound interaction, a voltage

modulation is induced according to Ohm’s law. The acoustoelectric voltage modulation 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 can

be detected on a particular sensing electrode (𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ ) based on previously[8][13] derived equation:
𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = −∭ 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝐽𝐽𝐼𝐼 𝐾𝐾𝜌𝜌0 Δ𝑃𝑃 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Equation. 2

Where 𝐽𝐽𝐼𝐼 represents the current distribution of the source and 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝐽𝐽𝐼𝐼 represents the sensitivity of
the sensing electrode to the current distribution due to 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ sensing electrode lead field 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖𝐿𝐿 . The

lead field for an electrode is described as the current distribution through a conducting volume if
a unit(1 amp) of current were to flow into the sensing electrode[14]. By the theory of reciprocity,
only the vector components of stimulating current that align with the lead field will contribute to
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the overall voltage sensed by the sensing electrode[14], therefore, the intrinsic current density is
projected onto the lead field[15].
Scanning a focused ultrasound beam in a conductive volume with current densities results
in AE voltage signals on electrodes that depend on the integration of the point spread function of
the ultrasound function and the projected current densities onto a particular electrode’s lead
field[15]. Therefore, to fully reconstruct current densities, the lead field effects, and the point
spread function of the ultrasound need to be accounted for. In this work, full reconstruction will
not be performed, however, experiments and methods will be developed to improve and inform
the design of hardware so that full reconstruction can be implemented.

Thesis Aims: Hardware Improvement to Demonstrate
Multichannel tABI
Previous work has shown the potential feasibility of tABI for the imaging of neuronal
currents within the skull[5], [16], [17]. In those works, the current densities were reconstructed
using the voltage sensed on a small number of electrodes without accounting for lead field
effects or electrode skin impedances. To fully reconstruct current sources, sensitivities due to
lead field effects should be considered and at least three orthogonal bipolar leads(electrode pairs)
are required for currents in a 3 dimensional volume[8].
AIM 1: Improve acquisition hardware and methods for multichannel acoustoelectric sensing.
Hardware and software tools will be developed to help understand some of the challenges
with acoustoelectric signal sensing. Questions this AIM is targeted to address include
-

How does stimulation configuration affect the measured signal?

-

What is the optimal hardware configuration for acquiring the AE signal?
19

A simple cube to aid in the development of the sensing hardware and processing software was
developed. Additionally, an isolated stimulation source was tested and implemented as a higher
fidelity representation of neuronal current.
AIM 2: Demonstrate multi-channel tABI on human head model.
This thesis aims to show multichannel acquisition of the acoustoelectric signal on a
phantom head model. Prior studies have shown the potential feasibility with low number of
channels for the brain and heart, however, the benefits of acquiring on multiple channels from
various locations on the skull has only been posited. A head cap allowing for electrode
placement on cranial models will be developed. Additionally, the sensing hardware will be
developed to acquire the acoustoelectric signal on multiple channels. Finally, a human head
model will be developed and used in the demonstration of multichannel transcranial brain
acoustoelectric imaging.
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Chapter 2 - Method Developments with
Simple Cube Model
Goal/Purpose
Previous experiments focused on reconstructing current sources via acoustoelectric
imaging that accounted for the lead field in reconstruction focused on two-dimensional
reconstruction[8]. To determine the effects of electrode position, stimulation medium, and
stimulation methods on the apparent lead field within a 3-dimensional volume, a simple and
repeatable laboratory setup and testbed were developed. The design of the repeatable laboratory
setup will be referred to as “the cube setup”.

Methods: Cube, Stimulation, and Sensing Development
“The Cube Setup” Design and Construction
The simple cube was modeled to easily place sensing electrodes in arbitrary but spatially
measurable and repeatable locations with six sensing electrodes, three differential pairs
orthogonal to each other, the minimum number of leads to fully solve the current distribution 𝐽𝐽𝐼𝐼

[8]. The cube model is a suitable model for several reasons; one, cartesian coordinates are simple
to work with; two, differential electrode pairs when placed such that lead field is coaxial to both
electrodes in each pair can result in 3 pairs of electrodes whose axes are orthogonal to each
other; and three, the cubic model is easily designed and constructed compared to other
geometries.
Additional requirements for the cube model included repeatability of setup, access to
electrodes, transmission of the ultrasound beam to stimulation electrodes through the medium.
The first requirement was expanded to be a testbed where stimulation and sensing electrodes
21

could be placed arbitrarily but with repeatable positional precision. The position of the
electrodes, both sensing and stimulating, needed to be easily measured within millimeter
precision so the results of experiments could be compared against computer models and
simulations developed concurrently. Sensing and stimulating electrodes also needed to be easily
accessible for placement and adjustment as required during any given experiment. Moveable
sliders were created to allow for the flexible placing of each electrode, both sensing and
stimulation. The sliders included rulers with millimeter and ½ centimeter tic marks to allow more
precise positioning (see Appendix B-Cube Designs). To enable the ease of access to electrodes
during experiments, a mylar window on the bottom allows an ultrasonic transducer to be directed
from underneath the cube through the mylar window, without attenuation or distortion of the
ultrasound beam.
As previously stated, the cube shape was chosen, in part, because of the three orthogonal
lead fields that could be achieved with six electrodes. Figure 1 shows the location of the
stimulation electrodes in a “dipole” configuration and the three orthogonal pair configuration of
sensing gold cup electrodes. The dipole configuration simply meant that both stimulating
electrodes needed in the experiment were close enough together to appear as a dipole, rather than
a monopole, in which (from the field of view of the US transducer) it would appear that only a
single current source or sink exists.
Each sensing electrode was conventionally named to represent the side of the cube on
which it was centered, i.e., X+ was centered on the positive X face of the cube. The cube and lab
coordinate system was the same as the H235 ultrasound transducer when the Ultrasound
Transducer was oriented, so the US beam axis was parallel to the Z-axis. The cube was designed
with 3D CAD (SOLIDWORKS, Dassault Systemes, Velizy-Villacoublay, France) and 3D
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printed using PLA(Figure 1). The inside dimensions of the cube were 8x8x8cm (see Appendix A
– Simple Cube Designs)
Experimental Setup: Simple Cube with Saline and Multiple Sensing Electrodes
The experimental setup using the cube was maintained throughout the experiments.
Special care was placed for the electrode placement, bath conductivity, stimulation tools and
waveforms and the data acquisition tools and methods used.

Figure 1: Left: Saline Bath Setup in 3D printed Cube[A] with 2 platinum[B] stimulating electrodes (Grass® ,Natus,
Pleasanton,CA). AE signal is sensed using three orthogonal pairs of gold cup electrodes[C]. Each pair of electrodes were set up
coaxially in three lab cartesian axes(X,Y,Z) orientation relative to the ultrasound transducer[D] from bottom. Right: Electrode
Positions within saline tank. Each face of the tank has one electrode resulting in 3 pairs of electrodes that are orthogonal to each
other. Each electrode is named by position relative to stimulating electrodes using lab coordinates (X+,X ; Y+,Y- ; Z+ Z-).

Electrode placement was always configured in the format described above, with
electrodes centered on each face of the cube. One exception to this was for the electrodes on the
Z+/Z- faces of the cube. In most of the experiments, the ultrasound and stimulating electrodes
were centered relative to the cube center. The Z- electrodes would interfere with the ultrasound
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beam if placed in the center of the Z- face, and thus the Z+/Z- electrodes were placed off-center
to reduce interference with the ultrasound beam.
Saline was used for all the experiments using the cube setup. The saline was prepared by
degassing deionized water (DI) for approximately 15 minutes or more in a vacuum chamber.
Sodium chloride was added to make a 0.9% saline solution (by weight). Saline of 0.9%
concentration historically has been considered as “normal” saline within healthcare and has been
used to approximate the conductivity of tissue[18]. A quick note should be made that there is
some disagreement with the use and validity of 0.9% saline for physiological based treatment,
and future studies should review the use of 0.9% NaCl saline for tissue conductivity
models[19][20], taking into consideration conductivity and ionic mobility.
Stimulation for AE imaging refers to the injection of current within the testbed medium,
or saline for the cube model. There must be a “source” and a “sink” electrode to inject current.
The source electrode provides current into the bath and the sink electrode provides the return
path for current back out of the saline bath. In the saline cube model, and for all subsequent
experimental setups, platinum needle electrodes (Grass®, Natus, Pleasanton, CA) were used as
stimulation electrodes. Smaller surface area electrodes make it easier to create stronger current
gradients, i.e., the change in current density moving away from a stimulating electrode will be
greater than a larger surface area for stimulation. One note to keep in mind with the platinum
stimulating electrodes is the interaction with saline electrolyte making platinum a nearly perfect
“polarizable” electrode[21]. When an electrode is polarizable few ions are exchanged through
the electrode/electrolyte interface, rather; current is injected much like current moves through a
capacitor. The polarizability of the platinum stimulation electrodes is essential in the fact that
less current will flow through the electrodes at lower frequencies, and DC current will be mostly
24

blocked. Thus, stimulation frequencies that appropriately represent physiological neural signals
must also be fast enough to allow for suitably large currents to flow through the saline bath and
electrodes.
Placement of the stimulating electrodes within the saline bath and relative to the area of
interaction with the ultrasound beam was hypothesized to influence the lead fields seen by the
sensing electrodes. Monopolar stimulation does not indicate that only one electrode (source or
sink) is used for stimulation as stated above; both a current source and sink must be used to force
the movement of current through the saline bath (with the given equipment used in the lab).
Monopolar stimulation indicates that the stimulation electrodes are far enough away from each
other that the current density distribution in a small volume (1cm or less) would be similar to the
current density distribution of a true monopolar current source or sink. Bipolar stimulation, on
the other hand, has the stimulating electrodes close enough together that the current density
distribution in the same small area around each electrode is considerably different from a true
current source or sink. As discussed in the introduction chapter, the dipole is a commonly used
model for biological electrical activity within a conducting volume, and thus dipolar electrode
configuration (0.5cm-1cm spacing) was used in most experiments.
Another critical aspect of electrodes stimulation is the method of stimulation. For this
paper, two general methods were used in experiments: non-isolated and isolated. Non-isolated
and Isolated stimulation refers to the electrical connection between the stimulating and the
sensing electrodes. Non-Isolated indicates that the systems for the stimulating electrodes and the
sensing electrodes are galvanically non-isolated or directly electrically coupled (see Figure 2)
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Figure 2: Schematic of simple cube experimental setup using non-isolated stimulation and single ended referencing. Saline tank
filled with 0.9% Saline (NaCl,DI H20). Induced AE signal measured on gold cup electrode, amplified through custom differential
amplifier.

In the experiments performed, the non-isolated setup coupled the stimulator (33220A,
Agilent, Santa Clara, California, USA) ground with the sensing equipment ground. While this
decreased system noise, it results in a setup that is a less accurate biological model of electrical
activity as sensing electrodes will not be, in practice, electrically coupled directly to the source or
sink of electrical activity within the tissue. Isolated stimulation, on the other hand, galvanically
isolates the stimulation electrodes from the sensing electrodes. To achieve the isolated
stimulation, a stimulus generator with built in isolation was used (STG4008), see Figure 3. This
stimulator referenced the output to a common ground but was electrically isolated.
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Figure 3: Schematic of simple cube experimental setup using isolated stimulation and differential measurement. Saline Tank
filled with 0.9% Saline(NaCl, H20). Induced Ae signal measured on gold cup electrodes, amplified through custom differential
amplifier.

To induce an acoustoelectric signal in the saline bath, an off-the-shelf and custom
ultrasound transducer were used. The P4-1 off the shelf transducer has a 1D array of elements
and a center operating frequency of 2.5MHz. The custom ultrasound transducer, which hereafter
will be referred to as the H235 transducer, is a 2D 128 element transducer with a 0.6MHz center
frequency and a geometric focus of 35mm in the elevational(y) direction which is described fully
in previous works [5][22]. Experiments discussed in this thesis will focus on the H235 transducer
to make comparison between other important experiment configurations easier.
Another experimental configuration to consider is the sensing and acquisition method and
setup. The sensing setups used can be described with three main categories: Single-Ended,
Differential, Referenced (modified differential), with an emphasis on the first two. Each of these
methods describes how the AE signals are sensed with analog circuitry and are based on the
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available hardware. Single-ended measurement measures the voltage at a node referenced to the
ground of the stimulated/measurement system. Differential measurement will measure the
voltage across two nodes with neither node being ground. Finally, referenced (modified
differential) indicates measurement between two nodes, with the subtracted lead placed on a high
impedance surface, or a surface with an assumed low AE signal and assumed higher common
mode noise.
The last experimental setup configuration of importance was the data acquisition
hardware used. Experiments performed used two main signal acquisition chains including front
end and data acquisition hardware. The primary data acquisition chain used was based on the NI
PXI-1042Q chassis with low frequency (NI PXI-6220) and high frequency (NI PXI-5105) data
acquisition modules (National Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA). A custom signal conditioning
front end system received a differential input and split the signal into two channels, a low (0.110kHz) and high(200kHz-10MHz) frequency bandwidth sub-channels. This system has been
used extensively by the lab for prior experiments[15][21][22] and includes up to 8 functional
channels.
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Figure 4: Entire Data Collection setup. [A] Shows simple cube setup with the NI PXI 6220/5105(older) and custom filter system,
and [B] shows the FlashDAQ 32 and inline BNC filters.

To increase the number of channels available for experiments, a new data acquisition
system based on the Flash DAQ32(Photosound, Houston, Texas, US) was compared to the NI
PXI based system and implemented for the multichannel tABI on the human skull model. The
Flash DAQ32 is a 32 channel low noise high speed acquisition system with built in signal
conditioning (low noise amplifiers, programmable gain amplifiers, and programmable high pass
filter) with a nominal bandwidth of 40 kHz to 35 MHz at a gain of 39dB. The functional input
voltage range depends on the overall gain settings and the static ADC range(2V). Due to the
minimum gain setting of 39dB, in-line BNC 220kHz (EF-503) and 500kHz(EF-507) high pass
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filters(Thor Labs, Newton, NJ, USA) were added to prevent saturation due to large low
frequency signals(see Figure 4).
Data Processing: Data Filtering, Channel Correction, and Image Modes.
Data collected from AE during AE scans is raw noisy data that needs to be filtered and
organized to create images that represent the AE signal in two or more dimensions. The
principles of creating AE images from raw data collected is based on techniques used in
ultrasound image reconstruction using focused ultrasound pulses. With the correct manipulation,
one dimensional(A-Mode), two dimensional spatiotemporal(M-Mode), two dimensional spatial
(B-Mode C-Mode), and four-dimensional spatial/temporal dynamic images can be created.
An A-Mode in conventional ultrasound represents amplitude (as the name suggests) and
depth [24].Normally, this is an image produced by a single ultrasound transducer element; the
element will produce an ultrasound wave and will detect the ultrasound reflections. The pressure
sensed at the transducer is recorded in time and the data is graphed as amplitude vs time. The
time axis values can then be converted to depth by multiplying with the speed of sound in a
particular medium e.g. 1480m/s for water, which was used for all experiments. In AE imaging,
the A-Mode image is created by inducing an ultrasound wave in the medium and detecting the
ultrasound and current interaction from an electrode at a distance (see Figure 4).
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Figure 5: AE signal induced and recorded on gold cup electrode. [A] Diagram shows saline bath with two stimulating electrodes
without any current. The ultrasound beam is focused on the positive(+) stimulating electrode. The gold cup picks up any voltage
within the bath as is shown in [B]. When Current is injected into the bath[C] the gold cup electrode senses the AE voltage[D]
induced by the interaction of the ultrasound beam and the current gradient within the beam focus.

M-Mode images or “motion” images represent stacked A mode images over a certain
period. An M-Mode image is useful in showing the change in reflections at a particular location
over time. In the case of AE imaging, the M-Mode image is created by pulsing the ultrasound at
intervals much slower than the ultrasound acquisition (sometimes called “slow time”) and the
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interaction with current of pulse is concurrently measured on at least one sensing electrode. The
data recorded on the sensing electrode for a single pulse represents AE signals at different depths
(away from transducer). When the data from multiple pulses is stacked, this represents how the
AE signal changes over time (the location of ultrasound focus is held constant this entire time).

Figure 6: Creation of M-Modes from A-Lines. A-lines(left) are created by firing one pulse of the ultrasound and recording the
resultant AE signal. M-Modes are created by repeatedly firing the ultrasound that is focused on the same physical location and
stacking the resultant A-Lines to create a 2D structure. The M-Mode can be viewed by representing each A-lines amplitudes as
color intensities on a 2D graph(right).

B Mode images in conventional ultrasound are created with 1D ultrasound transducer
arrays (a single row of ultrasound elements) and represent a “slice” of a tissue sample. In these
cases, the ultrasound elements firing is phased such that the ultrasound focus can be swept along
the elevational direction, i.e. the same plane the transducer elements run along. To create a BMode AE image, a focused ultrasound focus can be swept in the elevational direction and the
subsequent AE signal measured on at least one electrode.
Finally, C-Mode images in conventional ultrasound are created by measuring the
amplitude of reflection at a specific depth (distance away from the transducer), while scanning
laterally and elevationally relative to the transducer. For AE imaging, this is much the same. The
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ultrasound is scanned in both lateral and elevational directions (or X and Y directions) and the
amplitude is measured at each point. In the laboratory setup, the current waveform was repeated
at each new scan point. Thus, for any particular time in the stimulation waveform, a C-Mode
image can be created as seen below.

Figure 7: C-Mode Description. C-modes are created by performing 3D “Scan” with the ultrasound, sweeping the ultrasound
beam focus azimuthally and elevationally and looking at the data at a specific depth. RIGHT: example using the amplitude of the
AE signal at a specific depth recreating the XY plane.

Data that is collected in the normal AE scan is usually very noisy and not interpretable
without processing. Using tools previously developed in the lab, data is processed by arranging
the data to represent the following dimensions: fast time (depth, or Z), slow time(normal time),
X, Y, repetition number, channel number. In many of the data collections, data is so noisy that
multiple identical collections can be collected and averaged together to help remove some
spurious transient noise and is referred to as “repetition number” in the dimensions mentioned
above, or sometimes as “averages”. Data is then filtered along the fast time dimension by using
the center frequency and bandwidth of the ultrasound transducer output by applying the fast
Fourier transform to the data set and using a Hanning window on the data in the frequency
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domain and then transformed back into the time domain. Similarly, data is filtered across the
slow time (normal time) dimension by applying FFT to the slow time dimension, applying Hann
window and transforming back to time domain, see Figure 7 top row. The data can be
additionally filtered in the spatial X and Y dimensions by applying interpolation and averaging
across the X and Y dimensions, as shown in Figure 7, bottom row.

Figure 8: Software filtering of data can be implemented in all dimensions of collected data(X,Y,Z,t). Bandpass filters are first
applied to the Z(Fast time) direction based on the bandwidth of the ultrasound transducer used. The data can also be bandpass
filtered in the nominal time (slow time) direction to only include frequencies across slow time that we are expecting (200HZ for
our application). M-Mode row shows the raw and filtered M-Mode (filtered in Z (fast time) and t (slow time). If XY scans are
performed, data can be filtered in the X and Y directions using interpolation and 2D smoothing functions (C-Mode Row)
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Analysis Methods: Sensitivity, SNR, and Noise Quantification
Several analysis methods and parameters were developed and used to quantify the
differences between different experimental setups. These methods include determining
parameters such as noise levels in terms of root mean square levels, spectral intensities for Amodes and M-Modes, Signal to noise ratio, and correlation between channels.
Root mean square (RMS) is a method related to standard deviation which illustrates the
“power” of a signal or a more informative version to the concept of average amplitude of a
signal. Standard deviation is defined to represent how much of the data is some distance away
from the mean:
Σ(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 − 𝜇𝜇)2
𝜎𝜎 = �
𝑁𝑁

Equation. 3

Similarly, RMS is defined as how much the data, is away from zero (Assumes noise mean is
zero)
Equation. 4

Σ(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 )2
�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝑁𝑁

RMS is a useful metric to determine the “power” of a signal and can be used to generally depict
the level of signal power.
The final metric calculated was the signal to noise ratio. There are various methods for
calculating SNR depending on the application. The method of calculating is often informed
either by the hardware and data collection method, or the final representation of data and what is
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considered “noise” and what is considered “signal”. One method of calculating SNR is by
amplitude of signal, another is by the power of the signal and power of the noise and placed on a
log scale. Some imaging modalities measure the power of signal by establishing a region of
interest for noise and a region of interest for signal. The power of signals within these regions is
used for SNR.
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 20 ∗ log �
�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 10 ∗ log �
�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

Equation. 5

Equation. 6

For the purposes of a qualitative measure of signal to noise for the acoustoelectric image,
signal and noise are defined and described for each image. Another method to calculate SNR is
to use the rms of the background noise (a measure of average power) and the RMS of the signal.
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Results
Cube Setup Verification
The functionality of the cube with six sensing electrodes (one on each inner face of the
cube) was first tested using the P4-1 Ultrasound transducer (P4-1, Philips, Amsterdam,
Netherlands). The first experimental setups used the non-isolated stimulation configuration using

Figure 9: TOP: B-Mode Images of X-Scan(constant y) in saline tank using P4-1 (P4-1, Philips, Amsterdam, Netherlands)
2.5MHz Ultrasound Transducer B-Mode image overlaid on semi-transparent image of cube model to show the placement of the
stimulating electrodes compared to the AE image. Bottom, corresponding A-lines to the two maxima positions are displayed for
each channel.
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a signal generator(33220A, Agilent, Santa Clara, California, USA), 2 platinum needle
electrodes(Grass®, Natus, Pleasanton, CA, USA) spaced 1 cm apart as a dipole configuration, 6
gold cup electrodes on each face of the cube and input into the front end custom signal
conditioning board as a single ended configuration (common ground on lab table with negative
input of the differential amplifier to same ground) and the NI-PXI modules for data acquisition.
The B-Mode image results of a scan can be seen in Figure 8 overlaid on the 3D model of the lab
setup with A-Mode image sensed for each electrode along two points on the Y axis.
Comparison of sensing techniques: Differential vs. Single Ended
Subtraction for differential bipolar leads
To look at the lead field effect for a given pair of electrodes, there are two options. First,
signals from complementary electrode pairs can be fed into a differential amplifier. The custom
signal conditioning board used in the lab has a differential input and thus is easily set up in a
differential configuration. Alternatively, if data is collected in a single ended configuration (with
each electrode providing input to a different amplifier channel), then differential pairs can be
calculated in software as part of processing. Calculating the differential for any two channels in
an ideal set up would just be subtracting one channel from another channel. However, due to
hardware issues, this is not accurate for the data collected. Two major issues with data collected
is the apparent phase and gain differences of the amplifier outputs (See Figure 9). Subtracting
channel data from each other when the phase and gain for a given channel is off compared to
another channel can lead to misleading and inaccurate reconstructions.
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Figure 10: Phase and Gain differences between Channels. Channel for Z- phase off by several pixels which will cause errors
when subtracting between channels to create a lead pair.

To correct for gain and phase issues, methods for compensating for gain and to correct
phase differences were used. First, to compensate for gain issues, gain was generically
determined for each channel after the fact by using noise levels for each channel. It is assumed
that the noise levels are common mode to each channel and therefore the same noise. Second, to
compensate for time shift differences between channels, a phase correcting algorithm was
employed. The steps to the algorithm are as follows
-

Use array of data points consisting of A-lines from the same slow time and special scan
point for all the channels to be shifted

-

Interpolate the A-lines with spline interpolation to increase the “smoothness” of the data
points and increase the resolution of the “shift” amount for each channel

-

Find the peak signal (should be the largest signal for better results).

-

Include data only on either side of this signal (make sure to not include noise).

-

Hilbert transform the A-lines for all channels and cross correlate each channel with a
“reference” channel (the first channel was usually used for our data sets).

-

Find the magnitude of the cross correlation.
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-

Use this peak to find the “Zero-Crossing Point” for the phase of the Hilbert transformed
data.
o To improve accuracy and have sub pixel shift resolution, Interpolate and solve for
zero between the two point next to the zero-crossing point.

This algorithm finds the shift in terms of “points” or “pixels”. We can then shift the time domain
signal by simply using the Fourier transform time shift property
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 − 𝑥𝑥0 ) ⇒ 𝐹𝐹(𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 )𝑒𝑒 −

𝑖𝑖2𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥0
𝑁𝑁

Equation 7

By inserting the negative of the lag calculated for each channel into the phase shifter in
frequency space to produce a shift in the other direction.

Figure 11: Phase and Gain Corrected signal(compare to fig 11). Each line represents different Channels used.

The results of phase shifting to compensate for issues with signal conditioning circuitry can be
seen below in Table 1, where one channel, the Z- channel was clearly delayed by several pixel
widths and the gain was much higher than the rest of the channels.
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Channel
X+
XY+
YZ+
Z-

Non-Isolated
Pixel Offsets

Gain Offsets

0
-0.122
-0.006
-0.0873
-0.1647
-2.0164

1
1.1599
0.9753
1.0143
1.0277
1.3021

Pixel
Offset
0
-0.1127
-0.0112
-0.1279
-0.2719
-2.0318

Isolated

Gain
Offset
1
1.0297
0.9933
1.0358
1.0291
1.2432

Table 1: Comparison of Non-Isolated and Isolated (no filter) time delay (Pixel Offset) and gain offset for a sample dataset. Pixel
Offsets are in pixel(single sample) units and gain offsets are in units of linear gain magnitude.

The phase correction as shown above can resolve a correct for subpixel phase shifts,
however, as seen by the slight differences in the non-isolated and the isolated configurations, the
accuracy of the phase shift is limited. Similarly, differences in the gain offsets calculated for the
isolated stimulator and the non-isolated stimulator are off by several percent, which shows the
limitation of the described gain correction method to correct for gain differences using the rms of
noise. The RMS noise should be gained the same on each channel, regardless of the stimulation
source used.
Comparison of Model Current Sources: Isolated vs Differential
A direct comparison of the isolated and non-isolated stimulations source is made in the
cube model. In these experiments, no filters were used on the output of the stimulators. As seen
below in figures Figure 11, several qualitative differences can be observed between the two
stimulation configurations. First, the spread of the AE signal in the lateral(azimuthal) and
elevational directions is wider for the non-isolated stimulation compared to the isolated
stimulation, with a FWHM of 9.8mm in the azimuthal direction for the isolated stimulator and
12.6mm FWHM in the azimuthal direction for the non-isolated stimulator.
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Figure 12: Isolated vs non-Isolated stimulation. C-mode and B-mode images of filtered data as well as low frequency data shown.
Wider spread of AE signal seen in B-mode and C-mode images indicate difference in lead field sensitivities between both
configurations. The non-Isolated pair has approximate peaks at scan points (2,2) and (-4,0) and the FWHM of pair electrodes was
calculated to be 12.6mm. The dipole pair for the Isolated stimulation was located at scan points (2,2) and (-4,0), and had a FWHM
of 9.81mm in the lateral(X) direction. B-mode and C-mode x and y-axes in mm. Low frequency x-axis in ms, y-axis in mV. B and
C-mode plotted with 12dB dynamic range.

Secondarily, the low frequency signal is not a pure single frequency sinusoid for the
isolated stimulator, but rather sinusoid with harmonics. The cause of this was not quite
determined, although the current was verified to be sinusoidal, even though the detected voltage
was distorted with harmonics, likely indicating two things: non-linear interaction at the interface
of the stimulating electrode and the electrolyte and/or issues with single ended detection with
quasi-floating (Isolated stimulator is referenced to ground)
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Figure 13: A-Mode images at several positions for Isolated and Non-Isolated stimulation setups. Note, X limit same among all
non-Isolated and same among all isolated figures. Amplitude and general waveform X-axis scale: 45-75μs, Y-axis scale: -300 300 μV.

The Isolated vs. the non-isolated stimulation source at first shows that the Isolated
stimulation source performed worse. The data shown here was before the implementation of the
output filters on the isolated stimulator. In general, however, the acoustoelectric signal was much
larger with the isolated stimulator than the non-isolated stimulator for a comparable current. One
reason for this may be the filtering scheme used for the non-isolated stimulation setup using the
Agilent 33220A waveform generator. This setup included a low pass filter, which has a low
return attenuation. Here, before implementing any output filters, the isolated stimulation doesn’t
have a low impedance return path (without output filters). One possibility is that some of the
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high frequency energy of the AE signal is drained through the stimulation source/filters. Ideally,
the stimulation setup would be a high impedance output current stimulation. Additionally, the
signals for each bipolar lead were normalized with the isolate source. The increase and decrease
for each lead in peak signal can be attributed to the change in bipolar lead fields.
Channel Pairs Subtracted

Mean and Standard
Deviation,
All Channels

Non-isolated

Isolated

Nonisolated

Isolated

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

SNR,Peak to Peak(dB)

29.67 ±3.2

27.87 ±0.8

10.81

0.28

12.52

5.57

14.53

13.98

SNR, RMS(dB)

38.12 ±3.8

35.33 ±0.8

17.29

9.79

19.79

12.86

22.31

22.98

Noise RMS(μV)

3.24 ±1.7

17.95 ±2.4

10.23

5.86

4.53

9.35

3.23

5.36

Signal Peak(μV)

240.04 ±4.8

1044.22
±87.2

74.91

18.10

44.27

41.12

42.10

75.50

Noise Peak(μV)

8.34 ±3.6

42.52 ±6.8

21.57

17.52

10.48

21.65

7.90

15.10

Sensitivity(μV/(mA∙MPa)

9.23 ±0.2

42.71 ±3.6

1.70

0.41

1.01

0.99

1.02

1.83

Current Peak
Amplitude(mA)

10

9.404

10.00

10.00

10.00

9.40

9.40

9.40

Equivalent Noise Current
Level(mA∙MPa)

0.91 ±0.4

0.99 ±0.1

12.67

42.59

10.42

21.78

7.76

8.27

Table 2: Isolated Vs Non-Isolated key performance parameters. Note, the isolated stimulation did not have output filters to
further enhance the signal for this dataset.

In-line filters were designed and tested with the isolated stimulator to achieve greater
SNR and to reduce spurious noise occurring stimulation using the isolated stimulator. The noise
on the isolated stimulator was determined to be large peak to peak signals (>1 volt) occurring at
a periodicity of 20μs corresponding to a repetition frequency of 50kHz. The manual for the STG
4008 indicates that the minimum time resolution is 20μs [25]. The noise is likely then due to
switching noise as the stimulator moves between voltage “levels” to create a given waveform.
While this noise would ideally be filterable digitally using software after collection, due to
aliasing in fast and slow time, the noise still appears in collected AE images First and third order
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passive filters were designed to optimally reduce the high frequency noise contaminating the
measured signal while the stimulator is active. and the third order filters were ultimately chosen
for the remaining experiments. The third order filters were designed to be third order passive
Butterworth lowpass filters with 1kHz cutoff frequency.

Figure 14: LEFT: Third order Butterworth passive filter configuration to reduce aliased noise caused by the isolated stimulator
(STG 4008).TOP RIGHT: M-Mode using STG4008 Isolated stimulator without filters. BOTTOM RIGHT: M-Mode scan using
STG4008 Isolated stimulator with third order filters, showing a reduction in noise during the slow time range when stimulation is
on(about 0 to 15ms on the x axis). Both M-Mode images shown with 20dB dynamic range relative to 1mV=0dB.

While these filters are optimized to filter out unwanted voltages appearing on the
stimulation electrodes, the drawback is the actual current delivered to the load. If the filter is
designed that the input impedance matches the load impedance, two issues arise; first, the values
for the inductor needed would be 200mH, an impractical needed value as it would be a large
inductor and second, the current through the 600Ω at 8 volts applied, would be a maximum of
4.5mA current peak. With models that used multiple stimulating electrodes, this would mean the
current through an individual electrode would be 2.25mA or less. Thus, a mismatch of
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impedances was chosen to maximize the load current, which resulted in a 15mA peak current in
simulation (see Figure 13 above). In addition to the reduction of current, the sensitivity to the
current was also reduced when using filters, from the calculated value of ~40μV/(mA∙MPa) for
the isolated stimulation without a filter and smaller than 10 μV/(mA∙MPa) when the filter was
applied.

Discussion
A cube model was developed to refine tools and methods for multichannel tABI on a
human head model. First, the cube model was designed to easily implant three orthogonal bipolar
leads. Next, a method of post collection channel correction was developed to correct for time
delay and gain errors, which resulted in more accurate unipolar lead measurements, improving
the accuracy of bipolar leads calculated by subtracting monopolar lead pairs. Next, isolated
stimulation was implemented as a higher fidelity model of neuronal currents by decoupling the
galvanic connection between the stimulation and sensing circuitry.
The result of using the isolated stimulation is a smaller spread of apparent AE signal, due
to the lead being unipolar as compared with the bipolar lead occurring between the sensing
electrode and the commonly grounded stimulating electrode. From the true unipolar leads with
the isolated stimulation, bipolar leads were calculated by subtracting unipolar lead pairs.
Similarly, the bipolar leads from the non-isolate stimulation were subtracted to create pseudobipolar leads. The isolated stimulation allows for true bipolar lead fields, improving the fidelity
of the phantom head model. The sensitivity to current was dependent on the type of stimulation
used and the hardware associated with the stimulation. Filters improved noise in the acquired
signal and improved SNR, however, the sensitivity was reduced as much as 12dB from
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~40μV/(mA∙MPa) to ~4μV/(mA∙MPa). The reduction in sensitivity indicates a lower AE signal
voltage detected when filters are used on the isolated stimulator for a given current and pressure.
This is likely due to the low impedance to ground through the filters placed on isolated
stimulator especially at higher frequencies. An improvement would be an isolated stimulation
source with high impedance as seen going into the source (from the electrodes) and reduction of
noise introduced by the isolated stimulator.
The methods and hardware developed with the simple cube accomplished AIM 1 by
demonstrating improvement to the stimulating hardware and sensing configuration using the
simple cube model. The challenges addressed in chapter two with the development of the simple
cube model are a step to accomplish AIM 2 and the demonstration of a multichannel transcranial
acoustoelectric brain imaging which will be addressed in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 - Head Phantom Model
Development and Experiments
Goal/Purpose
After developing methods and answering some basic questions with the cube model,
AIM 2 was addressed by developing a phantom head model to answer the following questions:
1. How can we improve the head model used in prior acoustoelectric brain imaging
experiments to be more accurate?
2. How much do lead fields effect measurements from various points on a skull?
3. How can the information gathered on a multichannel head model inform reconstruction
of the AE image in the context of brain imaging?
4. How can the system hardware be improved for increased sensitivity and specificity?
5. How does impedance of the skull and or electrode/tissue interface effect the measurement
of the signal?
In attempt to provide some answers to these questions, the acoustoelectric brain imaging
model was developed with priority on developing a multichannel headcap and phantom head
model with isolated stimulation.

Methods: Human Head Model, Headcap development and
Demonstration
Head Cap Development
The headcap was developed with compatibility for collection of AE signal data on an off
the shelf data acquisition module (Flash DAQ32, Photosound) with 32 channels designed for low
noise small signal acquisition. Prior to the work performed for this thesis development of the
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headcap focused securing of electrodes in the headcap and active electrode circuitry with
minimal amplification to help reduce noise seen in the system. The active electrodes proved to
not improve SNR and so this route was not pursued further for the time being. The focus then
was on collecting data with passive electrodes.
The main requirements by which the headcap design/selection was made are as follows:
1. The headcap size must be flexible to fit the various sizes of cadaver skulls used in the
laboratory 2. Electrodes must have acceptable performance/impedance at high frequencies. To
achieve flexibility in the headcap size, two options were evaluated, first, a custom headcap
designed by the senior design team of the author, or second, an open-source design headcap,
ultra-cortex mark IV, from the Open BCI project. The open-source ultra-cortex mark IV gave a
wider range of head sizes and was able to self-retain on the cadaver skulls used in the
experiments, was used with modifications to fit the specific electrodes used. The electrodes
chosen were gold cup electrodes because of the biologically inert and low impedance
characteristics. The open source headcap design was modified to accommodate the gold cup
electrodes and the custom 2D array ultrasound transducer. The circuits previously designed to be
active electrode circuits were modified to be straight through circuits, enabling ease of
connection between the gold cup electrodes and the SMA connections for the photosound.
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Figure 15: Sensing Electrode Configurations, 5 electrode and 12 electrode configurations. [LEFT] 5 electrode configuration
electrode placements based on referential features of the skull. [MIDDLE]12+ Electrode configuration on opens source adapted
headcap (Ultra-cortex Mark IV, OpenBCI, Brooklyn, New York, USA). [RIGHT] Setup including ultrasound transducer
accessing the human skull through the modified headcap.

Two main configurations for electrodes were used on the human skull model. The first,
consisted of 5 electrodes, 2 orthogonal pairs of electrodes placed on the skull and 1 electrode
placed directly on the gel used for initial positioning of the ultrasound transducer. The second
configuration consisted of 13 electrodes secured to the open BCI adjustable headcap.
Phantom Head Model Methods and Development
The development of the head phantom was primarily based on prior models developed
[5], [16], [26], [27]. The cadaver skull phantom was developed by placing 5 platinum electrodes
in the skull pointing in directions normal to the skull cap near the center of the skull with an
estimated 30mm below the inner part of the skull when the skull cap is placed on the skull. The
electrodes were coated with an insulating coating leaving 1mm at the tip of electrode exposed to
confine the dipole and current densities to a smaller area. The electrodes were placed in two
rows, one row containing 3 electrodes placed nearer the skull cap and one row of 2 electrodes
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placed slightly deeper(~5mm). Spacing between the electrodes was ~1cm. The position of the
electrodes was recorded to aid in ease of finding and identifying electrodes.

Figure 16: TOP: Electrode positioning withing phantom skull. Scaffolding holds electrodes in place with 1cm spacing between
electrodes. BOTTOM LEFT: C-Mode scan on phantom head. Purple, orange, white, and brown electrodes were used in
stimulation. Green electrode was left unstimulated. BOTTOM RIGHT: C-Mode AE Image showing electrodes, dynamic range of
12dB, relative to 1mV=0dB. Purple, Orange, White and Brown electrodes were used for stimulation while Green was left
unstimulated.

The skull was then filled with agar made with a 0.9% weight to volume saline solution with
degassed deionized water. The skull phantom was kept in a sealed refrigerated container in
between use times. During experiments where the skull cap was placed on the phantom,
ultrasound gel was placed in between the skull cap and the phantom gel in addition to gel added
to couple the ultrasound to the skull phantom. This was done to ensure sonic and electrical
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coupling of the skull cap and the phantom gel, as the ultrasound gel (Aquasonic, Michigan,
USA) was observed to be somewhat electrically conductive. As seen in Figure 15, The electrode
placement allowed for imaging of multiple stimulation configurations and acquired AE image
represents the configuration of the electrodes.
Ultrasound energy is attenuated and refracted by the skull structure, with a proportional
relationship of the amount of attenuation and refraction to the ultrasound beam frequencies. To
determine the amount of attenuation the pressure of the custom 0.6MHz ultrasound transducer
was mapped using a calibrated 1mm ultrasound hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorchester,
England) with and without skull in place. Figure 16 shows the setup for the mapping of
ultrasound focal pressure inside a deionized water tank.
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Figure 17: TOP LEFT: Ultrasound Beam mapping setup; Tank(A) with thin mylar window on bottom to hold saline bath(C).
Ultrasound transducer(E) pressed against thin mylar window coupled with tissue mimicking rubber pad and ultrasound gel.
Ultrasound needle hydrophone(D) with 20dB attenuator(B) placed normal and coaxial to ultrasound transducer. TOP RIGHT:
Skull placement(F) in saline bath BOTTOM LEFT: B-MODE images showing beam pattern when hydrophone is centered
without the skull with wavefield on left and magnitude on right. BOTTOM RIGHT: A-Line chart showing comparison of pressure
with and without skull placed in saline bath between the transducer and hydrophone, resulting in a decrease in pressure of ~6070%. Beam size is shown by FWHM with and without skull below chart.

The ultrasound beam profile with the skull was measured by placing the skull in the
saline bath with the outer surface of the skull positioned such that the ultrasound axis was coaxial
to the normal of the skull surface to minimize effects of refraction and dispersion of the
ultrasound beam focus. The pressure profile and peak to peak and peak negative pressure were
measured at several locations along the skull cap, as seen in Figure 17. The ultrasound
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attenuation ranged from 10 to 20dB attenuation, with the location where the ultrasound
transducer would be placed in later experiments reducing the signal by approximately 12dB.

Figure 18: Peak Pressures through skull at specific locations along Column F and Row 8. Peak to peak pressures
obtained using calibrated hydrophone and H235 driven with 25V. US focus set to 50mm.

The pressure attenuation was partially compensated by increasing the driving pressure of
the ultrasound transducer, to 1.6MPa with a mechanical index of 1.01, well under the FDA limit
of 1.9[28]. The values for ultrasound pressure at specific skull locations were used later for
calculations of sensitivity. Prior to experiments, the skull was placed in a saline bath inside a
vacuum to draw air bubbles that may have entered the skull out and to keep the conductivity of
the skull relatively high. Without degassing the skull in saline, the ultrasound power and
electrical signals reduced dramatically, with attenuation increasing an additional 10dB for
ultrasound alone.
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Signal Acquisition Systems
Two systems were used for acquisition of the acoustoelectric signal on the phantom head.
The first system, used with most of the 5-electrode setups was the custom signal conditioning
hardware and national instruments data acquisition module described in the previous sections.
The second system used a 32-channel data acquisition module (Flash DAQ32, Photosound,
Houston TX) that allowed for acquisition of the AE signal from an extended number of channels;
the national instruments signal conditioning system only allowed for 6 channels simultaneously.
This system consisted of sensing electrodes placed on the skull model, high pass filters placed in
line with each electrode channel to prevent saturation of the amplifiers from higher amplitude
low frequency signals, and the Flash DAQ32.
Source Impedance and Measurement
In addition to the attenuation of the ultrasound power through the skull, the AE electrical
signal attenuation was measured using the five electrode setup(see Figure 14) by measuring the
peak amplitude of the AE signal for electrodes on the surface of the gel(electrode 0) and an
electrode placed very near the gel electrode, except on the skull(electrode 3). From these
measurements, the electrical signal attenuation was up to 4.5dB attenuation, depending on the
condition of the skull.
The acoustoelectric signal reduction through the skull was likely to be directly due to the
impedance between the acoustoelectric signal source and the measuring electrodes. To determine
the relationship between the AE signal amplitude and the impedance between the AE signal
source, the impedance was measured in two ways. First, the impedance was measured as the
direct impedance between the stimulating electrode and the sensing electrode using the BODE
100 vector network analyzer (Omicron Lab). The acoustoelectric signal is not directly sourced
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from the stimulating electrodes however, rather, the signal is produced by the modulation of
impedance by the ultrasound pressure when a current density gradient is present in the ultrasound
pressure field. In terms of a voltage source, the AE signal source is the integrated volume of the
ultrasound transducer. Therefore, a simple test to try and determine the actual “output
impedance” of the acoustoelectric signal was developed. If the source of the acoustoelectric
signal is assumed to be a simple voltage source with some output impedance, the output
impedance (and “actual” source voltage) can be determined using the following method varying
the load resistor.

Figure 19: Simplified output impedance model. (A) shows representation of signal acquisition system with shunting “load”
resistor added. The complex impedance of the voltage source(B, Source Impedance) can be considered as a resistor at a specific
frequency in terms of voltage division.

The steps to calculating the output impedance are as follows
1. A variable load resistor is placed across the high impedance input amplifier.
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2. The AE signal is measured with load resistance set to a Value, for example RL1, and
peak voltage is measured as V1
3. The AE signal is measured with the load resistance set to another value, RL2, and the
peak voltage is measured as VL2
As we have assumed the setup to be a simple voltage divider, using ohms law we can
derive the value for the source impedance (𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 ) and the source voltage (𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 ) using the following
equation (see Appendix F for full derivation).

𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 =
Subtraction and Averaging

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 �

Equation. 8

𝑂𝑂1

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍
�𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 − 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �
𝑂𝑂1
𝐿𝐿1

Subtraction of channels and averaging were performed to investigate the potential lead
field effects of the skull while sensing the AE signal. Pairs were chosen after data collection,
excluding channels without signal present. Pairs were chosen such that the stimulating electrodes
in the center of the skull are in between the sensing electrodes.
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Figure 20: LEFT(A), MIDDLE(B) Channel Subtraction for differential pairs. Arrows indicate physical location of electrodes
subtracted for a given pair(A,B) R5 and L5 were excluded from the set due to no signal found on those channels. UPPER LEFT
table denoting electrode pairs and names. LOWER RIGHT(C) B mode image of front electrode (Electrode F) before subtraction
with the back electrode(Electrode B), dynamic range=20dB. LOWER RIGHT(D) B mode image of F-B subtraction, dynamic
range 20dB.

Along with subtraction of channels to create differential pairs, averaging of channels was
performed, with averaging of 2- all channels recorded to show the increase in SNR the AE signal
acquired. No phase or gain corrections were performed as there were no channels with
significant phase delays and the gains had been previously determined to be the same for each
channel.

Results
Source Impedance Measurements
The calculated source impedance of the acoustoelectric signal and the actual impedance
between surface electrodes and stimulating electrode were measured for the five-electrode setup.
A variable shunting BNC resistor (Thor Labs) was used to set the “load” resistance to 100Ω,
500Ω,1kΩ, 10kΩ and 50kΩ to just the gel and right skull electrode and a single point M-Mode
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was acquired. In calculations for measuring impedance the 50kΩ measurement was used as the
second resistive load in Equation. 9 for all calculations. In both cases, as the impedance of the
shunting resistor increased, the AE signal for the channel with the shunting resistor increased as
well. The channels without the shunting resistor were affected as well as seen by the peak AE
signal voltage increasing with load impedance with the shunting resistor on the gel and the AE
signal decreasing with load impedance increase with the shunting resistor on the right skull
electrode (Figure 20).

Figure 21: Change in peak AE signal sensed on different electrodes with shunting load resistance placed on the channel for the
sensing electrode on gel(left) or skull(right). Channels without shunting load resistance effected by high conductance shunting
path. Testing conditions are using isolated stimulation with no common ground connection path.

Additionally, using the method described for estimating source impedance using variable
load impedances, the Output impedance was calculated for the 5-electrode head setup. The
calculated source impedance was found to be unstable, with changes in the input load resistance
pairs resulting in changes in the calculated output impedance.
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Gel
Right
Skull

Calculated Impedance with Load Pairs(R1,R2)

Measured
Impedance(Ω)

100/500

500/5k

1k/5k

5k/10k

265

192.50

146.21

219.30

859.38

255.29

1747.66

1139.12

540.88

2115

Table 3: Comparison of measured impedance and calculated impedance using method of alternating load(input) impedances to
determine source impedance. Note, Measured impedance is at 500kHz.

Using a vector network analyzer (BODE 100, OMICRON), the impedance at 500kHz
between each sensing electrode and the stimulating electrodes were captured. A single M-Mode
point scan was acquired on each electrode in the 5-channel skull setup. The peak AE signal for
each electrode is plotted against the measured impedance showing a relationship between the
two variables. As the impedance between a given stimulating electrode and a given sensing
electrode increased, the peak AE signal decreased generally, although there were outliers.

Figure 22:LEFT: Peak AE voltage measured on different electrodes on the skull in the 5-electrode setup. Impedance measured
with a vector network analyzer (BODE 100) between each sensing electrode and the embedded stimulating electrode and plotted
against peak AE measured voltage for an M-Mode scan.
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Multi-Channel tABI

Figure 23: C-Mode images sensed by each channel shown relative to location of each channel. All channels are depicted with
10dB dynamic range based on channel L3 maximum. L5 and R5 were out of dynamic range and additional C-modes for these
channels were depicted with dynamic ranges based on each channel’s maximum. L5 and R5 maxima are 15dB and 25dB lower,
respectively, than L3 maximum. No recognizable signal is present on Channels L5 and R5, data from these channels was
discarded.

Data was collected with the Open-BCI headcap, gold cup electrodes and Flash DAQ32
data acquisition system using the custom 0.6MHz ultrasound transducer and the STG4008
isolated stimulation source for injection of current. The injected current measured 5mA peak
(10mA peak to peak). The acoustoelectric signal was not present on two of the channels (R5 and
L5) and these were removed from calculations. The sensitivity of the various channels was
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calculated to be a mean of 2.73± 1.25 μV/(mA∙MPa), much less than measured with the simple
cube method.
Subtraction and averaging

Figure 24: Results of subtraction. (A) and (B) indicates relative signal amplitude with color gradient between black=smallest
and yellow=largest. Bottom Table shows measurements for differential pairs.

The differential pair measurements indicate complete subtraction of the acoustoelectric
signal for pairs of electrodes closer together on the surface of the skull and on the superior region
of the skull. For the differential pairs located to the inferior, the signal peak increased, indicating
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greater dissimilarity in the signal amplitudes than the superior electrodes, due to greater
differences in resistivity of the skull or greater differences in the lead field.
The single ended channels (unipolar leads) were averaged together with different number
of channels averaged together to show the trend of SNR improvement. The theoretical
improvement of SNR with uncorrelated noise has been claimed to be √𝑁𝑁 with N being the

number of channels averaged[9]. The improvement of SNR for channels averaged together more
6

closely followed an improvement of √𝑁𝑁, indicating noise correlation.

SNR vs Number of Channels Averaged
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Figure 25: Signal to noise ratio improvement by averaging channels together. The increase in SNR corresponds to an
6
improvement rate approximately of √𝑁𝑁on the linear scale magnitude.

While averaging of all unipolar leads results in an improvement in SNR, this averaging

doesn’t allow for full reconstruction of the AE signal, as lead field information removed. This
averaging may be useful to help detect currents in situations with very poor SNR where full
reconstruction may be difficult.
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Discussion
The lead field is a description of the sensitivity of an electrode to a voltage signal based
on the vector alignment of the source current with the path current would take flowing in and out
of electrodes. With the head setup of 5-channels on the phantom head, the peak signal appeared
to be based mostly on impedance between the sensing and source electrode. The sensitivities of
different electrodes due to the lead field therefore are coupled with the sensitivities based on the
impedance between the sensing electrode and the sensed medium. The effect of the two could
possibly be decoupled and compensated for by means of modeling or measuring the impedance
distribution within the head using methods such as electrical impedance tomography (EIT),
segmented MRI or CT scan with preassigned values for various tissues. Otherwise, the best
approach to combining data from multiple channels for tABI may be averaging of the channels
together.
The sensitivity to the skull impedance was affected by the will add difficulty with higher
fidelity cranial models or subjects, and careful design of the analog front end data acquisition
systems should consider these following design inputs: Use as high impedance for the input
amplifier as possible, as the amplitude of measured signal on the channels is effected by the
impedance to ground of other channels(even if the stimulation source is isolated from ground),
and all channels will have impedances to ground which are all placed effectually in parallel to
ground with multiple channels, for example if 32 channels have an impedance of 1 MΩ per
channel, the parallel impedance would be 31kΩ . There may be an upper limit of SNR
improvement to the decrease in AE signal due to this effect of paralleled impedances resulting in
a relatively low impedance to ground.
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In addition to sensitivity due to the skull, skin may present issues with in vivo models.
EEG and surface electrical activity has to deal with the impedance of the skin, which can be
fairly high for dry skin. At physiological frequencies(<500Hz), the impedance of skin(~1k10kΩm) is much higher than that of brain tissue(~10Ωm)[29]. At higher frequencies however,
the impedance of brain and skin tissue is reduced(largely due to capacitance of cell membranes
and junctions) with the impedance for both the skin and brain at 500kHz measuring <10Ωm for
both brain and skin[29]. It is therefore predicted that the effect of skin on the AE signal will be
most pronounced with dry skin and poor electrode coupling.
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Chapter 4 - Conclusion and Future Work:
Improvements in Models and Hardware
In this work, AIM 1 was met with the development of a simple saline cube model along
with analysis software analysis tools. The saline cube with the isolated current source was used
to develop other methods and is a simple and easy to use model that can be used as a physical
counterpart to computer models and simulations. The isolated current source used creates a more
accurate independent source and removes the sensing lead dependance on the stimulating
electrodes. Lessons in design based on experiment results include the observation that filters on
the output stimulation reduce sensitivity to the AE signal, and the lead fields are more confined
for isolated stimulation.
AIM 2 was met through the demonstration of tABI using 10 channels on a phantom head
with an isolated current source. The phantom head model was used to qualitatively investigate
the effects of lead fields as well as electrode impedances and source impedance on sensing of the
acoustoelectric signal. The analysis suggests that effects of the lead fields may be much smaller
than effects caused by differences in source to sense impedance and/or electrode/skull interface
impedance and will be a challenge for using lead fields in reconstruction of current sources using
acoustoelectric imaging on living subjects. Lessons in design based on experiment results
include the observation that of sensing input impedance (even with an isolated stimulator) has a
strong effect on the AE signal sensitivity and all channels are affected by changes of impedance
on one channel.
The next challenges to add to this work would include improving the hardware
acquisition system and head model. In future iterations, very high input impedance front end
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amplification should be used, especially to overcome interface impedance issues and to mitigate
the parallel conductance to ground introduced by many channels. Channels should be sensed as
single ended and can be subtracted in software after proper adjustment for gain and phase.
Adding high-impedance input circuits with adequate filtering after the first stage amplifier will
enable maximum signal sensitivity. This works suggests a balance between the maximizing
aggregate input impedance to multiple channels and improving SNR through averaging should
drive system requirements in the case of using averaging of multiple channels for image
reconstruction. Another challenge will be to further improve the fidelity of the head model used
by using a skin model in addition to the cadaver skull, or animal models. The improved fidelity
will lead to better understanding skin-electrode interface impedance. Another phantom head
fidelity improvement will be developed methods to create current gradients and sources that are
more directionally concentrated due to anisotropic electrical structures within the brain. These
anisotropies may result in stronger lead field effects than is seen with the homogenous agar gel.
This thesis demonstrated for the first time multichannel transcranial acoustoelectric
imaging. The challenges addressed during the development of the phantom head with the
multichannel headcap, and acquisition system give insight to further refinements that will
improve the sensitivity and signal to noise ratios of transcranial acoustoelectric imaging. The
results from this project demonstrate that with improvements to hardware as suggested, tABI can
potentially image neuronal currents with high spatial and temporal resolution in a non-invasive
manner.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Simple Cube Designs
Cube
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Side Clips
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Center Clips

Appendix B - Derivations
Output Impedance Calculation Derivation
Suppose we can measure the voltage induced in the AE signal.
We can alter the load of the measurement device to modulate the "load resistance" and from this
we can derive the source impedance and the source load.
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Assume that voltage source and source impedance are constant. To simplify, we can
consider the impedance at the center frequency of the ultrasound pulse.
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑓)

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = |𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 (500𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)|

Given some load resistance, where the load resistance is placed across the differential
amplifier inputs for differential measurements, or the load resistance is placed from ground to
signal in for single ended measurement
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿

Voltage measured across 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 = 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂
Based on ohms law (𝑣𝑣 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂 = 𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 ⇒ 𝑖𝑖𝑂𝑂 =
𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 =

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿
=
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂
𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿

𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂
=
⇒
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿

(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)
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If we measure the AE signal amplitude with two different load resistances where we
place one load resistance(𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿1 ) in the circuit, induce the AE signal and measure the AE

signal(𝑉𝑉01 ) and then place the second load resistance(𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿2 ) and measure the AE signal(𝑉𝑉02 )
𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿1 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 1

𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿2 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 2

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿1 𝑤𝑤h𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿2 𝑤𝑤h𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
=
𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
=
𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2

Then rearrange
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
=
⇒ 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1
𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
Substitute for 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
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𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
=
⇒
=
𝑍𝑍 + 𝑍𝑍
𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1 𝑠𝑠 𝑍𝑍 𝐿𝐿1 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝐿𝐿1

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
=
⇒
=
∗
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
(𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 ) =
(𝑍𝑍 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1 )
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1 𝑠𝑠

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2
� = 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
−
− 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 �
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1
𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1

𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 =

𝑍𝑍
𝑉𝑉
�𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 − 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 �
𝐿𝐿1

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍
�𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 − 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �
𝑂𝑂1
𝐿𝐿1

𝑂𝑂1

=

𝑉𝑉
�𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 − 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 �
𝑂𝑂1

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍
�𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 − 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �
𝑂𝑂1
𝐿𝐿1

=

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 �
𝑂𝑂1

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍
�𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 − 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �
𝑂𝑂1
𝐿𝐿1

So from two measurements using two independent load resistances, we can get our
source resistance.

𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 =

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 �
𝑂𝑂1

𝑉𝑉
𝑍𝑍
�𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂2 − 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿2 �
𝑂𝑂1
𝐿𝐿1

We can place 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 back into our previous equations to get the actual source voltage.
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂1,2

𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1,2
𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿1,2

Note you can use either load 1 or 2, but you must be consistent with using the load and
voltage measured for both.
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